If you need a machine and don’t buy it, then you will ultimately find
that you have paid for it although you don’t have it. (Henry Ford)
Henry Ford hit the nail on the head with his statement: Very often the (expensive) investment in a new device
is avoided by companies in order to save money. This is a misconception, because not spending money is not
always equal to saving money. Not investing in a machine means the company will pay repeatedly for failures
that could have been prevented by using the device.
In case of the instantDetectionSystem, applying it as a tool for quality assurance will reduce the manufacturing of defective discs. Companies will not have to
pay for wasted production over and over again.

Customer Spotlight

Stebbing Recording Centre Ltd.

Stebbing
Recording
Centre
Ltd.
(NZ)
purchased a CD/DVD version of the DaTARIUS instantDetectionSystem in October 2011.
Vaughan Stebbing, Managing Director is absolutely
satisfied with the investment: “We are very pleased
with the iDS DaTARIUS System. The tester was chosen
due to the increasing numbers of small order quantities
for both DVD5 and DVD9. The ability to make a quick
test during replication has enabled us to reduce the
number of rejects from faulty or damaged stampers.
The
has

system compliments our other DaTARIUS testers and
certainly improved production and reduced wastage.”

The DaTARIUS instantDetectionSystem offers you format flexibility, high
speed testing and reliability in test results.
We are happy to report that the instantDetectionSystem (iDS) is well accepted
by duplicators and studios such as Deluxe as well as optical disc manufacturers such as Cinram, EDC, Optimal and Hewlett Packard. The list of positive
feedback from users all over the world is constantly growing.
The system has a convincing list of benefits, including: Because of the format flexibility only one unit is needed to test all kind of formats (CD, DVD and
Blu-ray). The high speed testing (CD 48x, DVD 16x, Blu-ray 8x) enables fast
reaction on playability issues and the video playback function allows quick
and easy location of problem areas to the content.
“Additional functions such as the check of layer-break, multi-screen option,
display of playback quality and compatibility with all region-codes come up
to our customers requirements. We are proud to offer you all of this for less
than EUR 10.000,-!”, Thomas Hackl, CEO of DaTARIUS.

